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PERATIONALLY speaking, gene conversion describes those instances of 
reversion to wild type which are recovered almost exclusively among the 

progeny of individuals heterozygous for two alleles or pseudoalleles of independ- 
ent origin. Conversion may be distinguished from double crossing over within a 
short genetic interval by the apparent absence of the expected reciprocal cross- 
over class. In addition conversion differs from reverse mutation by the signifi- 
cantly lower reversion frequency of the “convertible” mutants when tested in the 
homozygous state. 

Whereas gene conversion appears to be of widespread occurrence in “lower” 
organisms, e.g. Neurospora and Saccharomyces-and may, in fact, represent 
recombination in bacteriophage-it appears, with the exception of the reversions 
of the mutant reddish in Drosophila virilis ( DEMEREC 1928), to be comparatively 
infrequent in “higher” organisms. Recently, reversions to wild type among garnet 
( g )  eye color pseudoalleles in D. melanogaster have been attributed to conversion 
(CHOVNICK 1958; HEXTER 1958). Since the occurrence of the g reversions cannot 
be unambiguously distinguished from double crossing over, it is relevant to report 
here a comparable situation among mutants of the white (w) eye color pseudo- 
alleles where a distinction can be more readily made. 

The results of crosses involving w pseudoalleles d2, wbf,  wCh, and wcoz are of 
interest here. As crossover markers to the left, the recessive mutants y or yz 
(= yellow body), ac (= achaete bristles) and sc (= scute bristles) were used; 
spl (= split bristles and eye) served as the right side marker. 

Parental females were in all cases made heterozygous for the autosomal in- 
versions C y  (= Curly wings) and Ubx130 (= Ultrabithorax halteres) and were 
crossed without exception to y w spl sn3 males. 

Included in Table 1 are the results of three crosses (1-3) involving the several 
w pseudoalleles where two types of recombinant exceptions were recovered. The 
exceptional progeny listed in the two left-hand columns occurred in all cases in 
association with exchange of markers. These exceptions are identical in all 
respects to exceptions occurring in comparable crosses where the mutant WP 
replaced de (GREEN 1959) and can, therefore, be explained as the consequence 
of single crossovers occurring between pseudoallelic mutants. The white-eyed 
exceptions represent the coupled double mutant crossover products complemen- 
tary to the wild type crossovers. 

Those exceptions listed in the right-hand columns occurred in the absence of 
marker exchange and therefore arose either without crossing over or with double 
crossing over. Among the latter five are reversions of was and one of wcol. 
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TABLE 1 

Exceptional progeny deriued from females of seueral genotypes 
(See text for details) 

Genal) pe Phenotype arid numhrr of Total 
parental females ercep~iorial priigeny progeriy 

y ac w w'spl 
5 4 
- - 1. y ac w c o l  spl/&2 

sc w w'spl 
2 2 
- 

y 2 w  spl y a c w +  - -  3.  y ac w c h  spl/y2 w(L2 

10 8 

4. y2 su-wa w a  spl/w"' 

5 .  y2 su-wa w a 4  spl/waZ 

6. y2 su-wcL spl/w"s 

7. y2 sc wa57a ec/&2 

W+ 

3 

W+ 

1 

- 
- 
y ac w spl 

1 

w+ = 1 

w + =  1 

w+ = 1 

w + =  1 

y ac w+ spl 
1 362,116 

93,492 

1 142,390 

463,052 

100.01 5 

83,412 

11 1,552 

yz w+ - 

Spontaneous back mutation was first tested as a possible mode of origin of the 
presumed noncrossover reversions to wild type. Reversions were sought among 
the progeny of homozygous woe females. None were found among a total of 459,- 
237 wR2 chromosomes scored. This finding suggested that spontaneous reverse 
mutation does not satisfactorily explain the occurrence of wn2 reversions and 
leaves the question of ''conversion'' open. 

The possibility was next entertained that t h e y  ac w spl exception found among 
the progeny of wfh/wa2 females (cross 3) might provide a clue to the origin of the 
noncrossover exceptions. What suggested itself was that t h e y  ac w spl and y 2  w f  
exceptions are complementary to one another. This would follow if double cross- 
ing over took place such that one exchange occurred between the pseudoalleles 
and the other between w2 and the y ac loci. Accordingly, the y ac w spl exception 
should carry both w(I2 and wch coupled to the same X chromosome. To test this 
possibility, females of the genotype y ac w spl/+; Cy/+; Ubx/+ were obtained, 
crossed to y w spl sn3 males and recombinants sought. Among 98,060 progeny, 
three exceptions were found: two males wCh spl and one female wiZz/y w spl sn3. 
These exceptions conclusively establish the genotype of the y ac w spl exception 
as carrying both wa2 and web and support the double crossover origin of it and its 
apparent complementary w +  exception. Of added significance here is the fact 
that the w " ~  extracted from the y ac w spl chromosome apparently occurred as a 
similar double crossover. Those w + exceptions without markers derived from 
females W"~/W'~' and wa2/wbf can be collectively explained by the occurrence of 
a double crossover event in which one exchange occurred between w(l2 and wcol 
or wbf and the second between wn2 and spl. Alternatively the y ac w+ spl excep- 
tion requires a double crossover where one exchange occurred between wu2 and 
wcnl and the second between wcol and y ac. Additional support for this interpreta- 
tion came from the following experiments. The y ac w exceptions in cross 1 
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should be of the genotype y ac wcoz @S. If double crossing over occurs, it should 
be possible to extract either wCoz or wa2 from this chromosome. Therefore, females 
of the genotype y ac wroZ waz spl/+; Cy/+; Ubx/+ were synthesized and crossed 
to Y w spl sn’ males. Among 233,780 progeny the following three exceptions 
were found: one male wrh spl, Cy/+; one female wLh spl/y w spl sn3 and one male 
e’, Ubx/+.  The latter presumably arose by a double crossover event identical to 
that which gave rise to the w +  exceptions described above. In a comparable ex- 
periment where females y ac Waz wCh spl/+; Cy/+; Ubx/+ were crossed to y w spl 
sn’ males, a total of 133,655 progeny were scored. The following exceptions all 
explainable by the occurrence of single crossovers between wnz and wch were 
found: five y ac w‘12 and seven wrh spl. No double crossovers were found. 

Also listed in Table 1 are four W +  exceptions which came from females hetero- 
zygous for w“’ and either wa (or its partial back mutants dLM and w “ ~ ~ ~ )  or Wa4. 
In these and extensive other crosses among these mutants no other w f  exceptions 
were found, nor were any other exceptions which could be explained by means of 
crossing over between pseudoallelic mutants. In so far as can be concluded from 
the recombination data, these mutants disjoin as genuine alleles. 

The two-fold dilemma posed by the latter results can be succinctly stated as 
follows. Is there a mechanism of reversion common to all the “noncrossovers” 
wild types listed in Table 1 or are two or more mechanisms involved? Why have 
all the reversions been recovered exclusively from females heterozygous for UP 
and have involved primarily the wa2 chromosome? 

While the occurrence of double crossing over in a short interval appears to 
adequately explain the ‘‘noncrossover’’ exceptions from crosses 1-3, it is inade- 
quate for the others (crosses 4-7) unless it is assumed that and wa are pseudo- 
alleles and the frequency of double crossing over exceeds the frequency of single 
crossing over between them. Precedence for the occurrence of double crossovers 
in a short interval can be found in the studies of pseudoallelism in Aspergillus 
(PRITCHARD 1955), but as yet no convincing case has been described where the 
double crossovers exceed the singles for a particular interval. Perhaps all the 
difficulties encountered stem from the nature of the mutant wn* itself. The fact 
that all the exceptions involve this mutant suggest that when the genetic properties 
of wa2 are more adequately understood, the mode of origin of the “noncrossover” 
exceptions will follow. For the time being neither double crossing over nor can- 
version (whatever the latter connotes) fully explain the aforementioned results. 

SUMMARY 

Comparatively infrequent reversions to wild type of the mutant was of D. 
melanogaster are recorded. Genetic evidence is submitted to show that some of 
the reversions can be accounted for by rare double crossovers; other reversions 
cannot be so explained. The implications of these observations are fully discussed. 
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